
 

Approvals:    _________________________  _________          _________________________  _________ 

                      Edward Evans                                                         Fred Nitterright 

                      Chair, Mechanical Engineering Technology          Lecturer in Engineering 

                      Senior Lecturer in Engineering                               Faculty Supervisor Summer Internships 

 

 

INTERNSHIP AGREEMENT FORM 
 

Name of Student:   Pat Smith 

Student’s Email Address:   Tqs898@psu.edu 

Student’s Telephone: (814) 555-8474 

Company: ABC Company 

Company Address: 100 Main Street, Springfield, PA, 00000 

Company Supervisor’s Name: Terry Miller 

Company Supervisor’s Title: Design Engineer 

Company Supervisor’s Telephone: (814) 555-8543 

Company Supervisor’s Email Address: tmiller@abccomp.com 

Department student will work in: R&D 

Hours of work per week: 40 

Specific work Schedule: Tuesday thru Saturday 

Is this a paid internship and pay rate? Yes, $13.00 per hour 

Units of Academic Credit to be earned: 3 (only under special circumstances should this be 
other than 3 credits) 

 
Specific project(s) to be completed by the student as a part of the internship (use back of 
this sheet if needed): (Projects should be of the nature that would help prepare the students to enter the field of engineering.  Examples 

of projects are applied design, computer analysis, systems engineering, cost analysis, manufacturing problems, or other engineering preparation 
activities.  Activities such as drafting or laboratory technician support are not acceptable.) 

 
This summer I will be working for ABC Company in Erie, PA (company and location).  They are the largest 
manufacturer of widgets (main products or services).  I will be working in the R&D department (department you will 
be working for).  My internship will require me to travel once a week to our plant in Warren, PA (any special 
circumstances involved with your internship).  The project that I will be working on will be to design a widget arm 
for the XYZ model (project you will be working on).  The XYZ model is the smallest widget ABC manufacturers 
(special notes about your project).  My specific responsibilities are as follows: 

 
(List specifically what you will be doing to accomplish the requirements of the project and list the 
courses from which you will employ your experience to accomplish the requirements of the project) 

 I will be responsible for selecting the material the widget arm will be made from.  I will be using 
techniques and software that I learned in MET470 and IET101 to perform this task. 

 I will be performing strength of material calculations on the connections for the widget arm.  I will 
be using information that I learned in MCHT213 and MET320 to perform this task. 

 I will verify my design with an FEA from information that I learned in MET415 and MET425. 

 A cost analysis will be performed to report the annual savings this part will have on the assembly 
(every internship must show how your project will benefit the company). 

 
I am speculating that I will work a minimum of 220 engineering hours on this project (projected total time 
working on engineering and engineering related tasks). 
 
NOTES: 

1. You should NOT include the bold/italicized comments shown in parenthesis when you actually submit online 
your Internship Agreement Form. 

2. You should NOT embellish your engineering tasks or the courses that you will be using to accomplish the 
requirements of the project.  You should not embellish the total engineering time as well. 

3. All information on this form MUST be accurate to the best of your knowledge. 


